Plasma exchange in antineutrophil cytoplasm antibody-associated vasculitis.
This article reviews the use of plasma exchange for the treatment of antineutrophil cytoplasm antibody-associated vasculitis (AAV) with a focus on current controversies and knowledge gaps. Experimental evidence suggesting that antineutrophil cytoplasm antibodies are pathogenic continues to evolve and support the theory that rapid removal of antineutrophil cytoplasm antibody with plasma exchange may be beneficial. Although early, small trials of plasma exchange in rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis and vasculitis suggested that plasma exchange may improve a patient's potential for renal recovery, more recent analyses have called the net benefit of plasma exchange into question. Furthermore, there is uncertainty as to whether plasma exchange is beneficial to patients with particular organ manifestations of their AAV (e.g., lung hemorrhage). Whether plasma exchange should be used routinely in antineutrophil cytoplasm antibody-associated vasculitis, in patients with certain manifestations or severity of disease only, or not at all, remains unclear. Given that plasma exchange is expensive and invasive, further research to resolve these uncertainties is required.